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   FIRST BLOOD -- Protecting his dignity
Rambo was a great soldier in the Green Berets. He went to see his brother in arms in 
one town but was arrested by the police and tortured. Once incarcerated, he relives his 
awful memories of the war but he escapes and fights the police and National Guard.

   RAMBO: FIRST BLOOD PART 2 -- Protecting POW’s
Rambo serving time in prison, is released to go save POW’s still held in Vietnam. 
Accepting the request, Rambo finds the prison compound, witnesses the awful conditions 
and ignores his surveillance orders and rescues the POW’s.

   RAMBO 3 -- Protecting his best friend
Rambo was in a Buddhist temple to heal his emotional damage. He hears news that 
Colonel Trautman was abducted on his Afghanistan Mission. Rambo launches a rescue  
mission to save his only friend and former commander.

RAMBO’S HISTORY OF RAGE
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Shoot enemies and helicopters with machine guns
and bow & arrows. Be the ultimate warrior "Rambo" 
and feel the exhilaration!
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"Rage Meter" increases when 
enemies are defeated quickly.
Press the button on the side of the 
gun and "Rage Mode" starts. If you 
use the "Rage Mode" when the 
meter is Maximum, Rambo will be 
invincible.invincible.
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The deluxe game shown on the DLP monitor is combined 
with computer graphics and real movie pictures. The 
woofer sound will give the player the cinematic feeling 
while playing.
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There are many type of enemies!
Target the enemies with special 
weapons that will cause the most 
damage. Identify the enemy 
instantly and defeat them.

Look for the attack gauge 
above the enemies!
Enemies will shoot you when the 
gauge is full. Decide which 
enemy to defeat first to avoid 
possible damage.

The realistic look and feel of the machine 
gun along with the recoil action will give 
the player a true action experience.
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*Prototype Cabinet Shown

42” Cabinet
Dimensions: 
Height 81”
Width 51”
Depth 63”
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